
This kits contains 3 sets of  mounting studs, for simplicity we will call them short, medium and long. Also in-
cluded is 3M donut tape and  blue locktite. This part can be surface mounted or flush mounted. 

Surface Mount Instructions: 
For surface mounting we will be using the short and medium mounting studs, two washers, and two standard nuts.  

 
1) Install the 3M Tape onto the Cluster by removing one side of the 

red 3M liner. 

 

Installation Instructions 

2) Using the medium mounting studs, as shown to the  right, 
insert the studs into the  larger two holes as shown  below. 
3) Remove remaining red 3M liner and install LED cluster 

4)  Using  short mounting studs, as shown below, secure bezel to 
housing. It is good practice to use a very small  bead of silicon 
around the perimeter of the bezel to form a watertight seal. We also 
recommend to use the enclosed loctite on the threads. Do not over 
tighten.  

5) Seal all remaining opening in back of housing with silicon. 
Mount housing to surface and secure with enclosed washers 
and standard nuts. 
6) Wire cluster 
as follows: 
Red Clusters: 
Black—

Amber Clusters: 
Black-Ground 
Orange– Running 
Yellow—High 

Dynamic Clusters: 
Black-Ground 
Yellow– Turn 
Orange—Running 
Red—Brake 

7) Test operation in all modes. 

This product is designed and intended for use as auxiliary lighting only. It is NOT intended to replace any 
original equipment lighting installed on the vehicle and should not be used for that purpose.  This product 
must be wired so that it does not interfere with any original equipment lighting.  



 
Flush Mount Instructions: 

For Flush mounting we will be using the long mounting studs and 2 lock nuts 
 

1. Determine the exact location of the bezel placement.  Bezel may be flush-mounted in a fender or saddle 
bag, etc.   

2. Use the template below as a guide to mark the center and the holes for the studs. 
3. Use a 1 3/4” hole-saw to cut center out for flush-mounting. 
4. Drill 1/8” holes for studs.   

5) Install the 3M Tape onto the Cluster by removing the red 3M liner and installing cluster into housing. 
 

Installation Instructions 

6) Using the long mounting studs, insert the studs 
through the housing, through the mounting surface 
(ie fender, bag, etc), and thread into bezel, use sup-
plied Locktite on threads. Use supplied lock nut on 
end of stud and tighten. Seal all openings with sili-
con. 

6) Seal all remaining opening in back of housing 
with silicon. 
7) Wire cluster as follows: 
Red Clusters: 
Black—Ground 
Orange—Low 
Red—High 

 

Amber Clusters: 
Black-Ground 
Orange– Running 
Yellow—High 

Dynamic Clusters: 
Black-Ground 
Yellow– Turn 
Orange—Running 
Red—Brake 

8) Test operation in all modes. 

This product is designed and intended for use as auxiliary lighting only. It is NOT intended to replace any 
original equipment lighting installed on the vehicle and should not be used for that purpose.  This product 
must be wired so that it does not interfere with any original equipment lighting.  


